ADVANCED STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Paper Code: ETCE-303
Paper: Advanced Structural Analysis
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INSTRUCTIONS TO PAPER SETTERS:
Maximum Marks: 75
1. Question No. 1 should be compulsory and cover the entire syllabus. This question should have objective
or short answer type questions. It should be of 25 marks.
2. Apart from Question No. 1, rest of the paper shall consist of four units as per the syllabus. Every unit
should have two questions. However, student may be asked to attempt only 1 question from each unit. Each
question should be 12.5 marks.
Objective: This course covers advance topics such as structural response of arches, curved beams. The course
also deals with use of basic principles of matrix method such as flexibility and stiffness method for analysis of
structures. The course also involves introduction to FEM software package.
UNIT I
Arches : Theory of arches, Eddy’s theorem, Circular , parabolic and geometric arches, concept of radial shear
force and axial thrust, analysis of three hinged and two hinged arches, Effect of yielding of supports, rib
shortening and temperature changes, tied arches, ILD for 3 hinged arches.
Curved Beams: plan and elevation, beams on elastic foundations.
[T1][No. of Hours: 10]
UNIT II
Basic Principles of Matrix Method: Types of framed structures, Deformations, Equilibrium, Compatibility,
Static and Kinematic Indeterminacy, Flexibility and Stiffness matrices, Equivalent joint loads, Energy concepts,
Principle of virtual work.
Matrix analysis of structures: Force and displacement methods of analysis, definition of flexibility and
stiffness influence coefficients.
[T2][No. of Hours: 11]
UNIT II
Flexibility method: Development of flexibility matrices by physical approach, Flexibility matrices for truss and
frame elements, load transformation matrix, development of total flexibility matrix of the structure, analysis of
simple structures, plane truss and plane frame, nodal loads and element loads, lack of fit and temperature effects.
Stiffness method: Development of stiffness matrices by physical approach, stiffness matrices for truss and
frame elements, displacement transformation matrix, development of total stiffness matrix, analysis of simple
structures, plane truss and plane frame, nodal loads and element loads, lack of fit and temperature effects.
[T1,T2][No. of Hours: 12]
UNIT III
Direct stiffness method : Introduction, element stiffness matrix, rotation transformation matrix, transformation
of displacement and load vectors and stiffness matrix, equivalent nodal forces and load vectors, assembly of
stiffness matrix and load vector, determination of nodal displacement and element forces, analysis of plane
truss, plane frame [with numerical examples], analysis of grid, space truss and space frame [without numerical
examples].
Computer implementation: A project on development of an analysis program using some of the above method
is envisaged at this stage, Introduction to FEM package.
[T1,T2][No. of Hours: 12]
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